Tributo Italiano Cover Band
“The most beautiful Italian songs of all time to sing and dance with us. A unique show
that will make you relive the emotions of a true Italian evening.”

Our repertorie
Our repertoire ranges from the sixties to today songs and includes every musical genre, so that
it catches the attention of a large crowd and satisfies every musical taste. In particular we
privilege modern hits that are daily broadcast via radio and TV.
We especially refer to singers such as Fedez, J ax, Baby K, Giusi Ferreri, Lucio Battisti, Vasco
Rossi, Gianna Nannini, Ligabue, Marco Mengoni, 883, Jovanotti, Giorgia, Emma Marrone,
Umberto Tozzi, Righeira, Zucchero, Jovanotti, Raffaella Carrà, Mina, Rita Pavone…Our repertoire
is dynamic and constantly updated: every year our playlist is reviewed and modified..

The Show
Firstly, we draw our audience's attention to some latest well-known songs. Secondly, the
rhythm becomes more lively and the audience is increasingly involved in danceable songs that
are arranged in various mix, depending on the period, the artists and the musical genre. During
the show, the rhythm becomes gradually more engaging: we play acoustic songs and the
audience actively partecipates in singing with us.

Personalized set design
Every show is characterized by a themed scenography that is set up by the staff ofTributo
Italiano. It contributes to give an even more professional and dynamic aspect to the stage.

Show running time
The representation lasts about 1hour and 50 minutes. Nevertheless our repertoire is so wide
that we manage every single show at the best: we easily adapt to every situation and every
kind of audience and last but not least, we avoid presenting the same or similar schedule in the
event that we have two or more close dates.

Ads, Website, Social
Our Facebook page followed by thousand of people has increased our visibility on the web. Our
website is constantly controlled and updated and it has achieved a high listing in major search
engines worldwide. Each show is customized: a sponsorship event is created and there are
personalized graphics with the logo of the pub or party where the performance of the band is
going to take place. It is for increasing the number of our followers and their interest in every
single show.

Contact:
Web Site: www.tributoitaliano.com
www.facebook.com/tributoitaliano.showband
Email: vebocchi@tin.it
Phone: +39 335 247708 (Renzo Bocchi)

